[The release amount and its change law of CO2 from soils in Xi'an area].
On the basis of the principle of which CO2 is absorbed by the solution of NaOH, the release amount of CO2 in soils under different vegetation was observed round the clock. The material shows that the release amount of CO2 from soils in Xi'an area changed clearly in 24 hours in months. The release amount changed from low to high and then to low from the morning to the next morning. The change of the release amount of CO2 was same that as the temperature, but the change of the former was about 4-6 hours later than that of the latter. The temperature was main factor determining change law of release amount of CO2 from soils and its rising and falling bring out the increase and decrease of release amount of CO2. The release amount of CO2 from soils was changing along with different vegetation. The forestry land was greater than grassland and the grassland was greater than the bare land in the release amount. The release amount was greater in day than in night.